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Preface 

The intersection of topology and robotics proceeds along several entwined 
paths, with each informing and challenging the other in turn. Several examples 
of the interplay between topology and robotics are presented in this volume. 

The most obvious point of contact between topology and robotics is the notion 
of a configumtion space. Such spaces, invented (somewhat independently) by topol-
ogists and engineers more than a century ago, consist of replacing a complicated sys-
tem with a topological object. For example, the instantaneous locations of robots, 
their internal states, and the locations of workspace obstacles can be encoded as 
a point in a topological space, where 'close' configurations form a neighborhood 
basis. As is the case whenever one replaces one type of object with a topological 
space, one hopes that the topological properties of the space correspond to features 
of interest in the original system. For configuration spaces this is indeed the case, 
as the examples below suggest: 

physical topological 
physical states points in a space C 

motion between configurations path space P(C) 
repetitive motions loop space £(C) 
motion feasibility path-connectedness of C 

kinematic constraints distribution V C T*C 

Researchers from across several disciplines have contributed to the theory and 
applications of configuration spaces: topologists have developed algebraic tools for 
recognizing and decomposing configuration spaces; computer scientists have tack-
led the challenging problem of compressing large and often convoluted configura-
tion spaces into computationally feasible structures; and engineers have developed 
control algorithms for motion planning based on configuration path spaces. The 
prospects for honest interdisciplinary work are especially bright in this intersection 
of topology and robotics. 

Several of the papers in this volume are dedicated to understanding the topol-
ogy of certain classes of configuration spaces. The paper of Hausmann treats one 
of the fundamental types of configuration spaces - those associated to mechanical 
linkages in the form of a rigid-rod kinematic chain. The paper of Rodriguez treats a 
far-reaching generalization of piecewise-linear kinematic chains to piecewise-smooth 
"snakes" with a similar length constraint. A substantially different class of con-
figuration spaces is explored in the paper of Farley, who computes cohomological 
properties of configuration spaces of unlabeled points on a tree (such as might occur 
with robot vehicles moving on tracks). 
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viii PREFACE 

A recent development in the field of topological robotics is the notion of topo-
logical complexity associated to a motion-planning problem - a purely topological 
measure of how difficult it is to perform path-planning on a configuration space 
which is continuous with respect to endpoints. This is a prime example of topo-
logical tools (the Schwarz genus of a bundle) leading to a better conceptual un-
derstanding of what motion-planning entails. Conversely, the computation of this 
complexity provides a subtle topological problem inspired by physical systems. The 
papers of Farber-Grant, Farber-Grant-Yuzvinsky, Lechuga-Murillo, and Yuzvinsky 
all orbit these key ideas and problems. 

Topological complexity can be thought of as an application of obstruction the-
ory to motion-planning. A parallel class of problems for which an obstruction view-
point is illuminating concerns sensing: given a robotic system and a task to perform, 
what is the least amount/type of sensor data needed to solve the task? Such min-
imal sensing problems are a physical manifestation of obstruction-theoretic ideas. 
The papers of Gabriely-Rimon and of Tovar-Freda-LaValle both give algorithms 
for robot navigation in the context of surprisingly minimal amounts of sensor data 
about the environment. This theme is echoed in the contribution of Ghrist, which 
answer winding-number problems in the setting of a network of stationary agents 
with limited sensing and communication. 

The overlap between multi-agent robotics problems and problems involving sen-
sor networks points to the robustness and cross-disciplinary aspects of topological 
methods. A topological perspective can illuminate fundamental challenges across 
a number of related fields. Examples in this volume include the contribution of 
Ames, who gives a topological approach to problems in control theory and hybrid 
systems, and also the paper of Gur-Sochen, who give a global method for diffusion 
applicable to problems in imaging. 

We are optimistic that the ideas and results of the 2006 Workshop on Topology 
and Robotics at the ETH's Forschungsinstitut fiir Mathematik (FIM) represented 
in this volume are harbingers of increased activity and communication across fields. 

The editors 



Ever since the literary works of Capek and Asimov, mankind has been fascinated by the 
idea of robots. Modern research in robotics reveals that along with many other branches of 
mathematics, topology has a fundamental role to play in making these grand ideas a reality. 
This volume summarizes recent progress in the field of topological robotics-a new disci-
pline at the crossroads of topology, engineering and computer science. 
Currently, topological robotics is developing in two main directions. On one hand, it studies 
pure topological problems inspired by robotics and engineering. On the other hand, it 
uses topological ideas, topological language, topological philosophy, and specially devel-
oped tools of algebraic topology to solve problems of engineering and computer science. 
Examples of research in both these directions are given by articles in this volume, which 
is designed to be a mixture of various interesting topics of pure mathematics and practical 
engineering. 
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